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Welcome to LKS2

Y3 Ash: Ms Davies (Year Group Leader)
Y3 Oak: Miss Swinfield

Y3 Elm: Miss Hine

Y4 Lime: Mr Buckingham (Year Group Leader)
Y4 Walnut: Mr Woolford
Y4 Maple: Miss Holmes

Teaching Assistants: 

Mrs Gibbett, Mrs Purewal and Mrs Coxon
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Mrs Louise Wood
Headteacher 

Mrs Kate Duncan
Deputy Headteacher
Assessment Leader

Mrs Michelle Rondeau
Assistant Headteacher

& Inclusion Leader 

Mrs Janine Covey
Assistant Headteacher 

& Trust EYFS Leader

Miss Rebecca Cheetham
Assistant Headteacher

& Maths Leader 

Miss Marianne Wilson
Assistant Headteacher,

Trust English Leader
& Teaching and Learning Leader  

School Senior Leadership Team
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Other Adults

Mrs Cutts-Munro – Art
Ms Wallis – PE

Mrs Pericleous/ Ms Zafer – RE

Mr Brooker– Wider Opps (Year 
4)

Madame Wilson and Mrs 
Hampson – French (Year 4)
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The Curriculum at Barrow Hedges
We aim to deliver a diverse and creative curriculum with exciting themes that the 
children will be fully engaged with. We will be adding curriculum overviews to the 
school website where you can see a break down of everything that your child will 
learn each half term. 

For further information please visit the school website:
http://www.barrowhedges.com/

http://www.barrowhedges.com/
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Year 3 Curriculum

Term Topic Trip/Visitors

Autumn 1 Gods and Mortals Greek Workshop

Autumn 2 Forceful Pharaohs Egyptian Day

Spring 1 Tremors Natural History Museum

Spring 2 Scrumdiddlyumptious Year 3 does ‘Bake Off’
Caterlink workshop

Summer 1 Running Rivers Sutton Ecology Centre/Grove Park

Summer 2 Tribal Tales Butser Ancient Farm

Although we are uncertain about the likelihood of school trips and 
exertions this academic year, we will still strive to deliver an engaging 
and exciting curriculum to all pupils. We do know that workshops and 
visitors are permitted and will go ahead as usual. In the table below 
we have included the trips that have previously taken place during 

these topics.
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Year 4 Curriculum

Term Topic Trip/Visitors

Autumn 1 I Am Warrior Roman Workshop

Autumn 2 Potions Fun Scientist Day

Spring 1 Road Trip USA Discovering USA

Spring 2 Traders & Raiders Hooke Court

Summer 1 Burps, Bottoms and Bile Science Museum

Summer 2 Blue Abyss Bough Beech

Although we are uncertain about the likelihood of school trips and 
exertions this academic year, we will still strive to deliver an engaging 
and exciting curriculum to all pupils. We do know that workshops and 
visitors are permitted and will go ahead as usual. In the table below 
we have included the trips that have previously taken place during 

these topics.
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English Assessment
To help inform our teacher assessment of whether your child is on track to meet the 
expected standard for the end of year we carry out ongoing assessments of the children’s 
reading and writing throughout the year.

Primarily, your child’s English book forms a portfolio of writing which showcases their 
ability to meet the Year Group expectations, both independently and with help from 
their teacher. This is the main body of evidence used to assess children’s attainment and 
progress in writing throughout the year.

Children have Guided Reading sessions every day and their responses to class discussions 
and independent work during these sessions inform the teacher’s assessments. In 
addition to this teachers will listen to children read on a 1:1 basis to assess their fluency. 
Children also carry out more formal reading assessments throughout the year.
‘Book band’ assessments will happen at least once per term but may happen more 
frequently at the discretion of the teacher.
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Handwriting
The school has a cursive handwriting policy.

If you would like to see what these letters look 
like please check our website for further 

information.
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Year 4
Mathletics

Children in Year 4 will complete a weekly 'mathletics' times 
table activity (usually on a Thursday). They complete a set 
number of multiplication and division questions within a 
set time. If your child gets them all right, they will progress 
to the next time table.

Each week they will bring home their test sheet. Please 
help your child to learn the table they’re currently on and 
to practice any facts that they’re finding difficult to 
remember.
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We have introduced weekly arithmetic tests, which 
are similar in style to the SATs arithmetic test paper.

The children will complete these every Friday, and will 
bring them home, along with their spelling test.

Although your child's teacher will go through the 
answers with the class, please look at the test with 

your child at home. This will give you an idea of what 
the maths expectations are and will enable you to 

support your child.

Arithmetic
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1. Daily reading.
Book change twice a week (Monday and Thursday).

2. Weekly Spelling Tests. Children will be tested on Fridays and will 
receive all of their spelling lists for the term.

3. Weekly Maths and English homework.

Homework is set on a Friday with a deadline of the following Friday.

Homework - set on Teams
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Our 4 Core Values

Care Honesty
Respect

Responsibility
Our School Motto

Believe to Achieve!
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Behaviour
This is our basic sanctions system in school. It progresses from a warning to 
missing 5, 10 then 15 minutes of play (depending on the transgression). A 15 
minute exclusion will also result on your child going on the '3,6,9' sheet (see 
next slide)
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Behaviour – 3,6,9 explained
If your child is put on the 3,6,9 sheet then you will be informed by the class 
teacher. If your child reaches 3, 6 or 9 then meetings will be arranged with 
relevant members of the school's leadership team.
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In the Dining Hall

In the dining hall/ classroom we must:
Line up in an orderly fashion.

Say please and thank you and use good manners.

Stay in our seats for the whole time we are eating.

Talk calmly to others, never shouting.

Be gentle and not hurt others.

Be kind and helpful and not hurt anyone’s feelings.

Work together to solve problems, using words to express and 

explain, rather than actions.

Clear away our own plates, cutlery and any waste, including 

from our lunchboxes.

Walk sensibly and never run.

Return our lunchboxes to the lunchbox trolley carefully and 

neatly.

Believe to Achieve 
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On the Playground

In the playground we must:
Learn and know the rules for how to use our playground and follow them.
Be gentle and not hurt others.
Be kind and helpful and not hurt anyone’s feelings.
Play together and look after each other.
Work together to solve problems, using words to express and explain rather 
than actions. 
Take care of our equipment and use it properly. 
Leave dirt and rocks on the ground.

Ask to use, and behave sensibly in, the toilets(this is not a place to play or chat)
Tidy up after ourselves.
Stop playing when the bell goes, stand still and listen quietly. 
Tell an adult if you are feeling sad and/or lonely.
Tell an adult if someone is not following the rules.

Believe to Achieve 
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If you do not follow the lunch time rules, you may get a
yellow card. This means you will have a 5 minute (KS1)
or 10 minute (KS2) time out.

In this time you need to calm down and think about
what you did wrong.

Examples of behaviour that may result in a Yellow Card:

• disrupting other children’s play on purpose
• Showing disrespect towards a Midday Assistant –

this includes verbal (e.g. answering back) and non-
verbal behaviours (e.g. rolling of eyes)

• Not doing as you’ve been asked (e.g. lining up
quietly)

• Throwing food on the floor and/or being silly with
food

• Shouting and messing around in the dining hall,
including being out of your seat

• Pushing in the line
• Entering the school building without asking
• Being silly and/or staying too long in the toilets
• Unkind behaviour
• Rough behaviour

Consequences: Yellow Card

Believe to Achieve 
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If you do not follow the rules and your behaviour is more
serious, a Teaching Assistant or Midday Supervisor can issue a
Red Card. If you get a red card you will be sent directly to the
main office and a member of the senior leadership team will
speak with you before deciding what to do next.
If you get a Red Card children will be removed from lunch play
for a total of 30 minutes (KS1) or 60 minutes (KS2).
This ‘detention’ may be spread over two breaks.

There are some types of behaviour that will result in the
immediate issuing of a red card. Examples include:

• Physically hurting someone on purpose (punching/kicking)
• Threatening/aggressive behaviour
• Racism
• Being rude to a midday assistant (saying ‘No!’ If you are

asked to do something)
• Swearing
• Breaking or damaging equipment on purpose
• Stealing

Consequences: Red Card
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The Midday Supervisors/Teaching Assistants will make decisions about

giving yellow and red cards in a fair way to make sure all children have

happy play times. As with all adults in school, children must treat our

Midday Supervisors with respect.

At the end of each lunchtime, an adult will collect in the Yellow and

Red Cards and let class teachers know. A record will be kept of this

information. Parents will be informed if there is a serious incident.

As cards can be issued by any Midday Assistant/ Teaching Assistant,

you could be given more than one Yellow Card in one lunchtime. If

this happens, you will be kept in for a further 20 minutes the following
day.

Believe to Achieve 
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PE Kits

As a school, we have decided to continue to ask children to come to 
school in their PE kits on PE days. This decision has been made due to 

many factors, including increased learning time, less time spent finding 
lost items of clothing and ease for parents.

We do ask that parents ensure that children adhere to our school PE 
uniform policy on these days and ensure that full school uniform is 

worn during the other days of the week.   

Children that are not wearing full school uniform on these days will be 
picked up on and, in repeat cases, parents will be contacted by school. 
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Barney Award – Friday’s Celebration Assembly

Led by Mrs Wood, Miss Cheetham or Mrs Rondeau

Ron Resilience Connie Collaboration Rosie Reflectiveness Ravi Resourcefulness

This assembly is held on a Friday.
This is a chance to hear about 

which children has demonstrated 
our ‘Building Learning Power’ 
traits amongst other things.
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Reminders of Whole School Policies

• Please ensure that children adhere to our uniform guidelines and
are well presented and should not wear earrings.

• Water - not squash or flavoured water.
• A piece of fruit/vegetable for break time (not cereal bars)
• Remember we are a nut-free school; we encourage healthy

choices for packed lunches.
• Only foam balls are allowed on the playground at lunchtime only.
• No birthday sweets.
• Staff do not hand out party invitations – please do this

yourselves. Thank you.
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Drop off and Pick up arrangements 

We will be returning to our usual pick and drop off routines, unless the 
government guidelines change. 

In the morning, please drop your children off at either Radcliffe Gardens or 
Harbury Road gate and they will come straight into their classrooms where 
their teachers will greet them. The gates will open at 8.40am and be closed at 
8.55am. The register will be taken at 8.55am so any child arriving after this time 
will need to come in via the school office and will be marked late. 

The gates will open again at 3.05pm and children will be dismissed from the 
playground at 3.10pm. Year 1 parents, please stand outside the Year 1 fenced 
area where the teacher can see you from their back door. Year 2 parents, 
please stand next to the Reception building outside Robin class, behind the 
white line. 
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Communication
If you have any questions or concerns during the year please do come and
speak to us – we will be on the playground at the end of the school day.

If you need to contact us by e-mail, please use the Barrow Hedges e-mail
address: office@barrowhedges.com . Please write the Class Teacher’s name
as the subject header. Please note you won’t get an immediate response;
during the day the focus is on teaching and sometimes teachers won’t look
at their emails until the end of the school day. Alternatively, please do send
a note in the morning in the Home School Book with your child if it to alert
the teacher’s attention to something and doesn’t require a response.

Please only contact teachers via the school and not through social media
such as Facebook.

mailto:office@barrowhedges.com
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Primary Assessments in LKS2 

Schools must administer the multiplication tables check in 
Year 4 within the 3-week period from Monday 6 June 2022.

Further information will follow. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/multiplication-tables-check-administration-guidance
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We look forward to working with you this 
year.
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